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Summary 

Since 1985 the Injector II cyclotron is used routinely 
together with the 590MeV ring cyclotron for production runs . 
With this new injector SIN can provide si multaneously proton 
beams of 220f..lA for the meson production targets . 18f..lA for 
the medical pion irradiation facility and about 100f..lA for 
isotope production at 72MeV. At these current levels 
extraction from both cyclotrons is very clean. the losses 
beeing below 0.0 1%. The intensity records stand at 310f..lA 
for the 590MeV cyclotron, corresponding to 180kW of beam 
power, and I rnA for the 72MeV injector. At 590MeV the present 
intensity limit is given by the target , beam dump and the 
available RF-power. In the injector the extraction losses 
increase drastically with current due to space charge 
forces. To increase the intensity limit from I rnA to the design 
value of 1.5mA we plan to install higher harmonic resonators 
and metallic plates tightly above and below the median plane. 
Another challenge is the problem of beam loading in the 50MHz 
RF-system and beam power absorption in the 150MHz flattop 
system. Polarized beams are still produced with the original 
Injector I cyclotron and proton currents of 5f..lA at 72MeV ancl 
2f..lA at 590MeV have been achieved. 
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Fig. I: LayoUI oj Injeclor II cyclotron. The Jour sector 
magnets produce the 'almost- square' shaped orbits. The two 
50MHz resonators are responsible Jor the acceleration over 100 
revolutions 10 72MeV. nIe two fiatlop cavities (operating at 
150MHz) produce a practically monoenergetic beam for a wide 
phase range. At high beam currenls they are used to compensate 
the linear part of the 10llgiludinal space charge forces. 

Introduction 

The SIN accelerator facilities with a 72MeV Injector Cyclotron 
and a 590MeV Ring Cyclotron for protons have been in operation 
since 1974. During 1984 the new "Injector II". consisting of a 
870keV Cockcroft-Walton pre-injector and a four sector cyclo
tron. has been commissioned and been brought into routine 
operation in 1985. The original Injector was fabricated by 
Philips (NL) and is able to produce (with an internal source) 
close to 200f..lA of CW beam on target (the design value was 
100f..lA) . Since the main ring cyclotron can handle much higher 
intensities than this. the new Injector was designed to 
produce currents of 1-2mA and recent beam experiments indicate 
that this goal is achievable: A beam of I rnA has been extracted 
to a 72MeV beam dump and in a 1:3 pulsed mode a current of 
O.4mA corresponding to 1.2mA peak current has been obtained. 
The concept of Injector II and its commissioning has been 
described at previous conferences 11 .2 .3.4 .51 and figure 1 
shows a layout of this accelerator. 

Results of Beam Tests 

Due to our flattop RF-systems we have completely separated 
turns in both the injector (107 turns) and the main cyclotron 
(344 turns). This results in a I: 1 image of the source onto 
the target over a path length of 8km. Below we describe the 
results of our beam development efforts for some sections 
along this path. 

CockCl"oft-Walton Pre-Injector, 870keV Beamline 

The 60keV ion source is of the magnetic-cusp type with a four 
electrode extraction system. and has been designed for a total 
beam current of 50mA. At present the ion source has a rather 
low proton efficiency of 36% giving a maximum proton beam of 
18mA DC with a normalized emittance of 0.5 pi mm mrad. Work is 
under way to improve the proton ratio to at least 50 % leading 
to the design goal of 25mA protons . A pair of solenoids 
focuses the protons through a 6mm diameter hole placed about 
I m in front of the accelerating column of the CW pre-injector. 
In this way most of the parasitic molecular ions coming from 
the source are eliminated from the beam before it enters the 
acceleration tube. The measured beam envelopes agree quite 
well with the calculated ones assuming a beam neutralization 
of more than 99 % outside the tube and full space charge 
forces inside it. Maintenance of the source requires no 
venting of the column which helps to give very stable 
operating conditions. The ion source and CW pre- injector are 
described in more detail in another paper of this conference 16J. 
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The 18m long 870keV beamline between the CW and .Injector II 
works very reliably. Recently , a buncher has been added, 
enhancing the intensity but increasing the beam emittance 
slightly. From a comparison of measured beam profiles with 
calculated ones we have to conclude to our surprise, that the 
proton beam is practically unneutralized. This is in complete 
contrast to the 60keV section , where we have full 
neutralizati on. The ongtn of this clearing effect for 
background electrons is not understood yet. At the moment the 
870keV beam line is well matched to the Injector II for beam 

. currents up to about I lOlA . For higher currents we still have 
not found complete agreement between calculated and observed 
beam profiles. Nevertheless a maximum of 16mA has been 
injected into the cyclotron , from which about 3mA could be 
accelerated over the first 6 revolutions to 4MeV. 

Pel"fonnance of Injectol' II and New 72MeV Beamline 

Due to two flattop RF-resonators we have well separated turns 
up to ext racti on for a wide phase acceptance of 30 to 40 cleg . 
(see figure 2). The increase of the beam diameter with current 
is due to the longitudinal space charge force . which produces 
an energy spread of about 1.5MeV/mA which can be recluced to 
about 450keV/mA (see figure 3) by the fl attop system [91 . 
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Fig. 2: The last 5 turns in the Illjector [f at 72MeV /01' 
three different current levels. Shown is the intellsity, as 
measured on a metal .finger, versus radius in ji"ont 0/ the 
first extraction magnet. The average radius gain is 16ml1l/tul'll 
comillg from all energy gain of I MeV/tum. All electrostatic 
sept1lm placed about 60 deg upstream from the extraction magnet 
provides an extra orbit separation of 8ml11. At high currents 
the beam is injected into the cyclotron slightly e.xcentric to 
enhance the orbit separation further. The increase of the beam 
size with current is obvious and is due to an ellel;~y spread 
illduced by 10llgitudinal space charge forces. 

For currents up to about 0.3mA extraction losses are less than 
0 .0 1% .During routine operation with 0 .2mA the radiation level 
inside the cyclotron vault is 7mrem/h , with 5mrem/h alone 
coming from the RF-system! At higher beam intensities the 
losses increase drastically due to longitudinal space charge 
forces (see figure 4) . and reach about 0.2 % at the present 
maximum current of I rnA . 

Setting up the cyclotron for high current operation requires 
reliable diagnostic equipment supported by computer programs • 
and SIN has developped some new beam probes which allow a 
quick tomographic reconstruction of the beam properties (see 
fig . 5 ancl ref. 17 . 81 . A novel method for measuring the time 
structure ancl correlations in longitudinal phase space of the 
beam was developped by T . Stammbach (see figure 6). Protons 
are ehlstically scattered from thin carbon wires , which can 
withstand beam currents as high as lOlA . The new 72MeV beamline 
between Injector II and the ring cyclotron has two interesting 
features : An electrostatic septum which can peel off pati of 
the primary beam for online isotope production and a 
diagnostic section for measurement of the transversal phase 
space properties (see figure 7). 
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Fig. 3: Average beam width w versus intensity /01' the laST 
few turns in InjeclOr If. The increase 0/ w comes ji"om an 
energy spread induced by The nonlinear parT of The 
longiTudinal space charge forces . The linear part has been 
compensated already by adjusting The phase of the Third 
harmonic RF-sysTem . The millimum widTh of 4111m aT zero C1lrrel1l 
corresponds to a normalized emiltance of 0.8 pi nU1l mrad, The 
Triangular points were obtained wiTh a beam where ollly I our 
of 3 micropulses were Transmilted Through The cyclOTron; The 
missing Two beeillg eliminaTed by an 8.3MHz defleCTor on The 
first revolution aT I MeV. fn this case The average currenT was 
multiplied by Three 10 obtain The peak currenT relevanT /01' 

space charge effeCTS. Points in full black were obTained with 
the 870keV buncher in operaTion . For each inTensity only the 
smallest beam sizes ever achieved are displayed. SholVn is also 
The present accepTance limiT of Th e 590MeV ring cyclotron 
given by a beam spill Tolerance of I p.A aT extraCTion. 
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Fig. 4: Extraction losses ill Illjector II as a fUllctioll of 
beam il11ensiry. Beam losses occur both at thc O.lmm thick 
electrostatic septum and the tmm thick magnet septum. While 
extractioll is VC IY cleall up to currents of 0,4mA, beam losses 
increase dramatically aftelwards. , Thc 4 good points with 
highest illlensities are the most recent olles fro/ll beam 
developments ill summer 1986. Labelillg of the poillts is as in 
figure 3. 
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Fig. 6: Time structure measurement with high radial 
resolu tion ill the last turn of the Injector II cyclotron for a 
0.25mA beam. 72MeV protons scal1ered from a 30p carbon 
fiber are detected in a fast scintillator and photomultiplier 
as a junction of radius. Contour lines of equal intensity show 
an S-shaped correlation between phase and radius (or enl!l"gy) , 
attributed to the effect of longitudinal space charge forces . 
The linear part of this correlation can be compensated with 
the phase of the th ird harmonic flattop voltage. 
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Fig. 5: Beam cross sections of rums 3-16 in Injcctor ll. 
Showll are the contour lines corresponding to 20 and 50% of 
the peak intensity. These profiles were reconstructed 
tomographically using a beam probe with three wires oriellled 
differently in the x-y-plane. From such a beam measuremcnt Ihc 
coherel11 horizontal and vertical oscillation amplitudes are 
automaticaily calculated by Ihe comrol compuler. Matching ~r 

the illcoherent amplitudes is quite good as indicated by the 
relalively weak pumping ~r the beam diameter. Comparing the 
mcasured radial bcam POSilioll with re./('rence va/ucs allows a 
calibralioll ~r the e./Jeclive acceleralion voltage. 

590MeV Cyclotron 

In a production run a beam of 0.31 rnA has been accelerated 
through the main cyclotron and guided onto the pion production 
targets. At this level extraction losses in the main ring were 
still as low as 0.03 %. The limitation to higher currents was not 
in the accelerator but rather in the temperature increase of a 
target flange. The next current limit comes at about 0.35mA 
from the target itself and the beam dump. Unfortunately this 
limitation will persist until the target station will be 
rebu.ilt during a big shutdown in 1989 in preparation for the 
installation of a spallation neutron source . In the Injector II 
we have the possibility to suppress 2 out of 3 bunches and thus 
see the effect of space charge forces at reduced average 
intensities . In this mode we could accelerate an average 
current of 0.2mA to 590MeV, the limit given by extraction 
losses . This indicates, that the energy spread coming from the 
injector would presently limit the acceptance by the main 
cyclotron to about 0 .6mA . 
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Besides serving as a backup. the old injector is now used more 
extensively for low energy physics mainly with polarized 
beams. For 72MeV polarized protons the record intensity is now 
5j1A. and 2j1A of this beam has been accelerated fLll1her to 
590MeV. In addition Injector I routinely supplies beam for the 
treatment of eye tumors. 
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Fig. 7: Pal'lial sec/ioll oj /he 72MeV beamlille be/weell 
Ill/ec/or II alld main cyclo/rOIl. The .firs/ pal'/ oj /his sec/ioll 
shows ho\\' the beam is blowll up horizolltaily as well as 
vertically in order to ease /he separatioll oj up /0 O. I lilA for 
online is%pe produc/ioll. The second par/ oj this beal1lline 
sec/ioll cOIl/ains a 10llg drift with a balle,y of 10 proji/e 
mOlli/ors IIsed Jor tomographic recolls/rllc/ion of /he horizon/al 
and ver/ical beam emillallces. III /his example the 
correspondillg normalized val lies are 0.8 pi resp. 0.6 pi mm mrad. 

RF-Systems 

In both the Injector " as well as the 590MeV ring cyclotron 
we have in addition to the accelerating 50MHz system a flattop 
RF-system. The corresponding RF- resonators operate at the 
third harmonic i.e. at 150MHz and decelerate the beam. At the 
design goal of 1.5mA we have thus the following situation 
summarized in table I including future developments: 

From this table we can see that there are two distinct 
problems. which have to be solved before we can reach our 
design current: 
a) Increase of the available RF-power for the 50MHz 

system of the ring cyclotron. 
b) Handling the beam power absorption in the 150MHz 

RF-systems of both cyclotrons. 

Tab 1 e 1 

INJECTOR II 590MEV RING 

50MHz 150MHz 50MHz 150MHz 

number of resonators 2 2 4 

peak voltage [kV] 250 65 500 350 
future 700 490 

resonator loss [kW] 120 4 150 35 
future 340 75 

absorber loss [kW] 4 40 

power delivered to 
beam per cavity [kW] 61 -7 220 -100 

RF-power per cavity 
for 0 to L5mA [kW] 120 .. 181 4 .. -3 150 .. 370 35 .. -65 
future incl. 
absorber loss [kW] 120 .. 181 8 .. 1 340 .. 560 115 .. 15 

50MHz RF-Power for the Ring Cyclotron 

Each of the four 50MHz cavities is driven by its own final 
amplifier with a capacity of about 200 kW. This is enough to 
cover the cavity losses of 150kW at 500kV and to provide beam 
power for about 0.34mA. To reach higher currents the original 
idea was to upgrade these transmitters. which are operated in 
a grounded cathode configuration. to 500kW. using Siemens 
tetrodes RS2074. This scheme was successful on acceptance 
tests with a resistive load. The operation with a high Q 
cavity however gives problems with the onset of parasitic 
oscillations and would limit the available RF-power to about 
300kW. 

The new concept foresees the development of a new final 
amplifier designed in a grounded grid configuration with a 
capacity of 600kW. The present final amplifiers will be used 
as driver stages delivering about 60kW. To ease service access 
all amplifiers will be placed outside the cyclotron vault and 
power will be fed to the cavities by new transmission lines. 
The available RF-power will enable us in the future to 
increase the cavity voltage from 500 to 700kV, which will have 
the following beneficial effects: 

- increase of the turn separation at injection and 
extraction. leading to the acceptance of a higher 
energy spred from the injector and giving lower 
extraction losses. 

- smaller longitudinal space charge effects due to the 
reduced number of revolutions. 

- reduction of the variation in RF-power between zero 
and maximum current (smaller relative beam loading). 

Going from 500 to 700kV increases the losses in the cavity 
walls more than quadratically because of the increased surface 
resistance with temperature. The present cavities are thus 
limited by the cooling capacity to about 700kV. For higher 
voltages we would have to build new cavities. 
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Beam Power Absorption at lS0MHz 

The beam delivers power to each flattop resonator at a a rate 
of 4.5kW/mA in the Injector II and 65kW/mA in the 590MeV ring. 
With the present resonator losses (see table I) we have thus a 
situation. where above a certain current (0.9mA in the 
injector and 0.5mA in the ring) the 150MHz systems should 
absorb RF-power rather than deliver it! The whole system works 
then like a proton klystron. with power beeing fed into the 
beam at 50MHz and part of it coupled out at 150MHz. The main 
problem is. that the RF-system has to cope with the whole 
range of possible beam currents. Two ways for handling this 
situation are under consideration at SIN. 

In the first case. investigated by P. Sigg. one plans to have 
a relatively constant power output from the RF- generator. The 
beam power absorbed by the resonator is coupled out to an 
external variable load. The second case is beeing investigated 
by M. Maerki and discussed below in more detail. Here the 
RF-system itself is adapted to handle the big load variations 
and the corresponding reflections in the transmission line. 
Since mechanical adjustements of an impedance matching system 
would be too slow, the idea is to make the transmission line 
and generator relatively immune against power reflections. 
Figure 8 shows a schematic representation of this system and 
the analysis which follows in table 2 shows how one can 
minimize reflections over a selected range of beam currents. 
This analysis. which has been copied from an internal SIN 
report 1101. assumes a purely resistive load. This is very 
realistic for any decent isochronous cyclotron. where the beam 
is always accelerated on the peak of the RF-voltage. Figure 9 
shows an example of the behaviour in the flattop system of 
Injector II. The system is optimized for a maximum current of 
2mA. i.e. for minimum reflections at ImA. The generator power 
has to cover the whole range of beam power. or about 9kW 
between 0 and 2mA in our example. Since the generator should 
work in a linear regime over this whole range. the RF-tube has 
to operate in either the A- or the AB-class. With external 
absorbers one can preload the resonators and optimize the 
working line for the RF-tube. To avoid an oversized generator 
one can design the system to operate with a zero or even 
slightly negative load at the maximum beam current, i.e. the 
generator works then in an absorber mode. In this situation 
care has to be taken to avoid parasitic oscillations. 

Another challenge is the design of the control loop for 
amplitude and phase of the resonator. In the regime of very 
small generator power the phase of the feedback signal can 
vary widely between 0 and 360 deg. (see bottom part of figure 
10) and the amplitude- and phase-loops are strongly coupled. 
With a compensation scheme as outlined in figure 10. this 
difficulty can be avoided. A prototype of this scheme has been 
tested successfully on one of the Injector II flattop 
cavities. By adjusting the external absorber cOITespondingly 
one could create a situation. where a I rnA proton beam alone 
generated the required voltage of 65kV on the cavity. Although 
the RF- generator delivered practically no power. the feedback 
loop was able to keep the cavity voltage and phase constant. 
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Fig. 8: Simplified diagram of RF-caviry fed by gelleraror 
via a rransnllSSIOIl line (rap parr of figure) and .Iilnher 
reducrion illro lumped circuir wirh currellr dependellr load 
impedance Run (bOIlOI71 parr). 7111.' /50MHz j7allop ((IvilleJ 
are decelerarillg rhe beam Clnd POIV('/' is absorbed by rhe 
caviries from rhe beam. The rallge of acceprable bealll C/lrrellr 
call be exrended by preloading rhe cavirles wirh all cxremal 
absorber. The 50MHz resollarors all rhe orher halld are 
delivering pow('/' ro Ihe beam by acce/eral/llg il. In Ihls case 
Ihere is no Ileed for all absorber. 

Power balance: 

Where 
Pc 

PL 

Pc 
PB(I) 

P;n - Pr 
PA + Pc + PB(I) 

generator power 

total power in load 
(positive or negative) 
incident power 
reflected power 
power loss in absorber 
(only for flat-top cavity) 
power loss in cavity 
power delivered to beam 

« 0 for flat-top cavity) 
average beam current 
transformed cavity voltage, 
regulated to be constant 
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Table 2 

Minimize reflected power over the whole range of beam 
power with free choice of: 
PK = beam power at which total load impedance is 
matched (no reflection) 

Introduce: 

PAC == PA + Pc, Po == PAC + PK 

6.PB(J) == PB(J) - PK 

Condition for load impedance at zero current is: 

Condition for transformer impedance ZT : 

Z 
RA·Rc 

T = Zo (RA+Rc)Rr(O) 

(I) t:,PB(I) RL(I)-Zo fl t' ffi' , 
r =-2Po+t:,PB (I) Rr(I)+Zo= re ec !On coe Clenc 

SWR(J) Po + !:PB (I) R~:I) = standing wave ratio 

PAC + PB(J) 
6.P~ (I) / (4Po) 
PL + Pr 
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Fig. 9: Incident, reflected alld total power as a function 
of beam power for the flallop cavities of Injector II. 7he 
zero current load impedance is adjusted to give optimum 
matching aT a beam current of ImA. corresponding to a beam 
power of 4.5kW per cavity. This results in a I1l(U'imllin re.flected 
power both at 0 and 2mA. Above a beam power of 8kW. 
corresponding to 1.8mA, the total load is negaTive and the 
generator tube has to absorb The eXTra power or 1 kW coming 
from the beam. 
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Fig. 10: Compensation scheme for 150MHz ./lallop caviTy 
and Trace of feedback voltage Uf IInder difrerent beam power 
conditions. In the 3d13 directional coupler a feedback 
signal Ur, coming from the ampliTude and phase regulator, 
is combined with a beam pickup signal. The outgoing grid 
control signal is related to the difference between the two 
ingoing signals. Ihis compensation ensures that the feedback 
signal has always about the same magnitude and phase for all 
beam power levels. III this situation we have a socalled 
"small signal behaviour" with decoupled amplitude- and 
phase-loops. 
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Future Plans 

The first priority in the near future is to increase the beam 
intensity of Injector II up to 1.5mA or more. with beam 
qualities which can be safely accepted by the 590MeV ring as 
well. This means that we have to compensate the space charge 
produced energy spread by an additional factor of at least 2 .5 
down to the level of O.2MeV/mA. We plan to do this with the 
installation of two additional RF-resonators: The first will 
extend the range of the flat -top system to the first few turns 
after injection. This will help to increase the current 
threshold for the socalled longitudinal spiral instability 
(see fig. II). which was discovered by numerical space charge 
calculations due to S. Adam 1111. The second resonator will 
have a frequency of 500 to 600MHz tailored to the expected 
azimuthal charge distribution. In addition we hope to reduce 
the space charge forces further with the help of socalled 
metallic mirror plates (see fig. 12) to be installed into the 
injector cyclotron. 

Beam Direction 

Turn 
o 

Phase 

Fig. II: Distorlion oj beam bunches at the low energy end 
of fnjector {f, simulated with the space charge program PIC2 
f II] for a 2mA beam. Duril1g acceleratiol1 the bUliches oJ 
cOllstallt phase width increase in physical lellgth with mdius 
alld become curved ji'011l the time dependent ellergy gaill. Fhe 
generaf tilt at IU/'Il 3 and 6, the kink in IU/'Il 9 alld the 
thickenillg oJ the bUllch cell/a at /lim 12 arc due to space 
charge Jorces. 
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Fig. 12: Effect oj image charges 011 the ellagy spread 
induced by longitudinal space charge forces. ille curves 
correspolld to differellt gaps g bctweel1 metallic plates. 
Presently we have an average gap oj about 40111111 in the lIIagllcts. 
RF-resollators and the vacuum chamber. fnstallatioll of socalled 
mirror plates with a spacillg of 15mm could give a Ji/rliler 
reduction oj the ellergy spread by aboLil 30%. the 11//lllerical 
calcufations were done Jor a 1 nIA beam at a radills oj' 2.3111 
assuming a parabolic charge distribllliOIl . 
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